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The Caledonian Sleeper is a little misleading. There is little sleep to be had. That is unless 
you managed to correctly deduce from their website that in booking you are not 
automatically assigned a ‘bargain berth’. For the easily excited travellers among us it was 
far easier to believe that indeed the whole train was made up of these cosy and compact 
little cabins. Selective vision meant who ever did the booking was in denial that the train 
might have seated accommodation and was in trouble when it turned out we were indeed 
in the seated accommodation.  For 7 hours. Upright. I had done the booking.  
 
Our visions of Orient Express-style and horizontal travel were crushed.  When we had 
believed we might get some sleep we had secretly hoped the journey might last longer, so 
we could sip our midnight wine in James Bond style relaxation, bed down, and wake up 
with plenty of time to pull our things together before we leisurely rolled to our platform. 
As it was, that the journey was nearly 8 hours long and seated meant we longed for it to 
be over almost as soon as my guilty mistake had been discovered.  
 
The lad at the bar must have seen the disappointed faces of other misguided passengers 
before and let us sit in the First Class lounge area as we grimly sank our cans of Tennants 
only mildly cheered by the very cheap beer prices. In fact we noted with interest the very 
reasonable drinks prices and the fact that the national drink of Glaswegians, Tennants, 
was at least 50p cheaper than all other brands…We were already half cut from whiling 
away the hours till midnight in China Town so kept it to the one can each and headed for 
sleep and oblivion. Perhaps we were expecting some teleporting miracle to deliver us 
from the misery of vertical sleeping.  
 
No miracle, but redemption came at 6am when the bearded, socks-and-sandals man who 
had been snoring ALL the way discovered that the Glasgow part of the train was wending 
its way to Glasgow and we were headed on to Edinburgh. He was supposed to be going 
to Glasgow.  
 
We were disgorged at Edinburgh Waverly at a very fresh 7.20am. There was an eerie 
quiet to the city – it was a little ‘end of days’.  There was little traffic sound, no one 
around at this hour of the morning and the path took us through a gothic cemetery with 
headstones with blackened and nightmarish carvings. I’m sure I’ve seen it on Rebus 
before… With utter relief we were scooped up by friends before they set out to work and 
we crashed out. 
 
Wherever you decide to stay make sure you can go straight there, imbibe strong hot tea, 
have a hot shower and then collapse. Unless you came up in a bargain berth in which case 
you may be sprightly and refreshed. We just felt like we’d escaped from a Japanese 
torture camp.  
 
 


